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Voices from the FIN:
"Get big Government
out of Business; they
can 't manage their
own. Microsoft has
been one of the
innovators to realize
the American Dream.
This deserves praise
not punishment. "
From a FIN site visitor

How to contact FIN.-

Microsoft Freedom to
Innovate Network
16625 Redmond Way
Ste, M-447
Redmond, WA
98052-9724

email at
mmsfio’lr'

call us at 1-888-321-3999
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Microsoft Urges
Court to Dismiss
Government's
Breakup Proposal
___y_____Immediatel

overnment's Proposed
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Company Outlines Proposal to Speed
Resolution of the Case, as well as More
Extensive Remedy Procedures if Necessary

MAME—WIHi hli h In W

REDMOND, WA. - May 10, 2000 -
Microsoft today urged US. District Court
Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson to dismiss
the government's unprecedented proposal
to break up the company, and outlined
more appropriate remedies as well as a
range of procedures designed to move the
remedy phase f0rward as quickly as
possible.

"We are working to try to resolve this case
as quickly as possible, in a fair and
reasonable manner. We believe there is no
basis in this case for the government's
unprecedented breakup proposal, and we
are hopeful that the Court will dismiss this
excessive demand immediately so that the
case can move fonNard much more
rapidly," said Microsoft Chairman Bill
Gates.

"Even without the extreme breakup
proposal, many elements of the
government's proposed regulations are
unwarranted, outside the scope of this
case, and very damaging to consumers,"
Gates said. "The government's proposals
would take away Microsoft's property by
forcing us to disclose the source code for
our products, even though Microsoft spent
hundreds of millions of dollars to develop
these products. The government also
seeks to interfere with the design of
Microsoft's products."

http://www.nu'crosoft.com/freedomtom'novate/fm'__pag62.htm

     
    
   

    

 

How can
we;
m'volved?
Write an
email to

your elected officials,
subscribe to o f.
newsletter, or}
send us your
and thoughts.

  

   
     
     
States that are suing
Microsoft:

0 California

I Connecticut

. Flon‘da

0 Illinois

0 Iowa

0 Kansas

0 Kentucky

0 Louisiana

0 Maryland

0 Massachusetts

0 Michigan

0 Minnesota

0 North Carolina

I New Mexico

0 New York

9 Ohio

0 Utah

I West Virginia

0 Wisconsin
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Court to break Microsoft up and then
actively regulate the two resulting
companies, impairing their ability to
develop new products for consumers
in the highly competitive software
industry," the company's brief
notes. "Should the Court not
summarily reject such draconian
structural relief, then substantial
discovery, adequate time for
preparation and a lengthy
evidentiary hearing will be
required."

"We want to see this case resolved as
quickly as possible," said Bill Neukom,
Microsoft executive vice president for law
and corporate affairs. "We have proposed
comprehensive relief that addresses all
the violations found by the Court, and
have invited the Court to accelerate the
process by entering that relief without the
need of a further hearing. But, if the Court
is going to consider the government's
proposals - many of which go far beyond
the scope of the case itself - then we want
to ensure that Microsoft has a fair and
reasonable opportunity to respond."
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_Hig__hllghts from the Web.

Richard L. Brandt opines on the
Department of Justice's proposal to halt
the _p___L________SrintWorldComdeal.
Warren Buffett on the DOJ case against
Microsoft.
WhCbernatin of Freem lists the
attacks on cyberspace
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Court to break Microsoft up and then
actively regulate the two resulting
companies, impairing their ability to
develop new products for consumers
in the highly competitive software
industry," the company's brief
notes. "Should the Court not
summarily reject such draconian
structural relief, then substantial
discovery, adequate time for
preparation and a lengthy
evidentiary hearing will be
required."

“We want to see this case resolved as
quickly as possible," said Bill Neukom,
Microsoft executive vice president for law
and corporate affairs. "We have proposed
comprehensive relief that addresses all
the violations found by the Court, and
have invited the Court to accelerate the
process by enten'ng that relief without the
need of a further hearing. But, if the Court
is going to consider the government's
proposals - many of which go far beyond
the scope of the case itself - then we want
to ensure that Microsoft has a fair and
reasonable opportunity to respond."
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Highlights. from the. Web.

Richard L. Brandt opines on the
Department of Justice's proposal to halt
the S_p_L_______rintWorldComdeal.
Warren Buffett on the DOJ case against
Microsoft.
T__y____heChernation of Freedom lists the
attacks on cyberspace
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Richard L. Brandt opines on the
Department of Justice's proposal to halt

Microsoft.
MiteCrnio of Feom lists the
attacks on cyberspace
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